Abstract-Human age estimation has attracted increasing researches due to its wide applicability in such as security monitoring and advertisement recommendation. Although a variety of methods have been proposed, most of them focus only on the agespecific facial appearance. However, biological researches have shown that not only gender but also the aging difference between the male and the female inevitably affect the age estimation. To our knowledge, so far there have been two methods that have concerned the gender factor. The first is a sequential method which first classifies the gender and then performs age estimation respectively for classified male and female. Although it promotes age estimation performance because of its consideration on the gender semantic difference, an accumulation risk of estimation errors is unavoidable. To overcome drawbacks of the sequential strategy, the second is to regress the age appended with the gender by concatenating their labels as two dimensional output using Partial Least Squares (PLS). Although leading to promotion of age estimation performance, such a concatenation not only likely confuses the semantics between the gender and age, but also ignores the aging discrepancy between the male and the female. In order to overcome their shortcomings, in this paper we propose a unified framework to perform gender-aware age estimation. The proposed method considers and utilizes not only the semantic relationship between the gender and the age, but also the aging discrepancy between the male and the female.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H UMAN face conveys various information, such as the gender, age, race and expression, etc., in which human age estimation has attracted increasing attention in recent years due to its wide applications in recommendation systems [1] , [2] , security access control [3] , [4] , biometrics [5] , [6] and entertainment [7] , [8] , etc.
To perform age estimation according to human facial appearance, a variety of methods have been developed. These methods can be roughly grouped into three categories: classification-based (e.g., [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] ), regression-based (e.g., [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] ), and their hybrid methods (e.g., [3] , [28] ). When treating each age as an ordinary class, we can perform age estimation using the multi-class classification framework. Along this line, artificial neural networks (ANN) [9] , conditional probability neural networks (CPNN) [10] Gaussian mixture models [11] , and extreme learning machines (ELM) [13] have been successively employed for age estimation. More recently, [14] proposed an expression-insensitive age estimation method. [15] performed age estimation by incorporating facial dynamics together with the appearance information. Actually, age estimation is more of a regression problem rather than classification due to its characteristics of continuity and monotonicity. Along this line, quadratic function [16] , [22] , multiple linear regression [17] , ξ-SVR [18] , SDP regressors [19] , [20] , aging pattern subspace (AGES) [21] , multi-instance regressor [24] , and KNN-SVR [27] have been successively proposed to perform human age regression. Besides the above age estimations based on classification or regression, a hybrid strategy has also been adopted. For example, [3] established a so-called locally adjusted robust regression (LARR) to predict human age by combining a series of classifiers and regressors. Although the aforementioned methods are applicable for estimating human age, most of them focus only on age-specific facial appearance. Actually, biological researches have shown that the male and the female are aging differently [29] . That is, not only the gender but also the aging difference between the male and the female inevitably affect the age estimation. To perform age estimation with concerning the gender factor, [30] and [31] proposed a sequential method which first classifies the gender and then performs age estimation respectively for classified male and female. Although such a sequential method promotes age estimation performance because of its consideration on the gender semantic difference, an accumulation risk of estimation errors is unavoidable. Another work is [32] , which adopted the Partial Least Squares (PLS) to regress human age together with gender by concatenating their labels as a two-dimensional regression output, and achieved state-of-theart accuracies on several benchmark aging datasets. Although leading to promotion of age estimation performance, such a concatenation not only likely confuses the semantics between the gender and age, but also ignores the aging discrepancy between the male and the female.
To overcome the above drawbacks of existing methods, in this paper we propose a unified framework to perform genderaware age estimation by dividing the entire gender space into male and female subspaces while making gender-aware age estimation in respective male and female subspaces. Finally, through experiments, we demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method in age estimation accuracy, and also explore the aging discrepancy between the male and the female.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review related works. In Sections III and IV, we present and experimentally evaluate the proposed method, respectively. Finally, Section V concludes this paper. 
II. RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, so far there have been two methods that have concerned the gender factor. The first is a sequential method which first classifies the gender and then performs age estimation respectively for classified male and female [30] , [31] . Concretely, to factor out the gender variation in age estimation, [30] and [31] took a two-step strategy, i.e., perform gender identification and then male-or femalespecific age estimation. Their flowcharts are shown in Figure 1 . The flowcharts show that such a two-step strategy requires to make gender identification before age estimation, incurring the latter's performance extremely suffers from the errors made in gender estimation. To overcome drawbacks of the aforementioned sequential method, the second method simultaneously regresses the age appended with gender by concatenating their labels as a two-dimensional regression output [32] using Partial Least Squares (PLS) [33] . For PLS, it typically aims to maximize the correlation between input, X, and output, Y , in the projected spaces characterized by w and c, through optimizing the below objective function:
It can be seen from Eq. (1) that although the gender and age output labels are concatenated in Y as a whole regression target and learned in a joint way in [32] , not only the semantics between the gender and age is confused, but also the aging discrepancy between the male and the female is ignored, due to lack of explicit constraint or regularization regarding such semantic relations in its objective function. To overcome the drawbacks of aforementioned methods, in the next section we propose a unified framework to perform gender-aware age estimation by explicitly preserving and utilizing not only the semantic relationship between the gender and the age, but also the aging discrepancy between the male and the female.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY A. A Unified Framework for Gender-Aware Age Estimation (GenAge) Fig. 2 : Illustration of the proposed gender-aware age estimation, from the original sample space (a) into gender-aware age estimation space (b). w g (w g ) and w a denote the gender discriminant direction and human aging direction, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2 , let w a denote the aging direction, and w g or w g indicates the gender discriminant direction. The samples distribute monotonously and orderly in terms of their age labels along w a [21] , [34] . When w g is chosen as the gender discriminant direction, the male and female gender subspaces will cross the gender decision hyperplane of w g (see the area shaded by oblique lines in Figure 2 (b)), implying that a severe gender misclassification. By contrast, if we choose w g , which is nearly orthogonal to w a , as the gender discriminant direction, the male and female gender subspaces will more clearly distribute on two sides of its gender decision hyperplane. For the sake of formulation, we advocate to use a squared inner-product term
between w g and w a to depict their space relation. And according to the analysis above, term (2) should be minimized to enforce the near-orthogonality between w g and w a . With Eq. (2) as an explicit regularization term, we come to construct a unified gender-aware age estimation (GenAge) framework as follows:
where X represents the training data, L g (w g ; X) stands for loss function for gender classification, L male a (w a ; X) and L f emale a (w a ; X) are corresponding loss functions of age estimation regarding the male and the female, respectively, and λ is a nonnegative trade-off parameter. By the above modelling manner, the semantic relationship between the gender and the age, as well as the aging discrepancy between the male and the female are successfully incorporated in Eq. (3).
B. Exemplification of the GenAge Framework
To practically evaluate GenAge framework in Eq. (3), in this section we exemplify it. Concretely, assume that there are a total of N training samples, from K ages. For gender classification, in view of its binariness, without loss of generality we take the widely-used SVM as classifier and consequently substitute L g (w g ; X) with hinge loss. For age estimation, considering the competitive performance of support vector ordinal regression (SVOR) [35] in ordinal regression 1 , we substitute it for L male a (w a ; X) and L f emale a (w a ; X), respectively. After these substitutions, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as follows:
where w g and b g denote projection vector and bias of SVM, w a represents weight vector of SVOR, b m and b f are age regression thresholds in terms of the male and the female, respectively. ξ's denote slack variables, x's stand for the training samples, and λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are nonnegative tradeoff parameters.
Eq. (4) is a bi-convex problem with respect to {w g , b g } and {w a , b m , b f }. Thus, we can take an alternating strategy to optimize it. More precisely, for fixed {w a , b
where I represents an identity matrix of proper size. The subproblem (5) is convex with respect to {w g , b g } and can be similarly solved by the same way as SVM [38] .
In turn, when {w g , b g } are obtained, we can fix them and
which is similar to the problem (5) in [35] and can be solved similarly.
To obtain desirable {w g , b g , w a , b a , ξ ( * ) }, we repeat the alternating optimization process between Eqs. (5) and (6) until it converges 2 . We summarize the complete optimization algorithm in Table I . 
Input:
Training instances X, and labels Y gender and Yage; Parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 . Output: wg, bg, wa, ba. It is worth pointing out that in this work, since we emphasize on exploring the aging difference between the male and the female to age estimation, so we do not conduct kernelization for the proposed method.
IV. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the proposed method, in this section we conduct age estimation experiments on several human aging datasets.
A. Datasets
In the experiments, three well-known aging datasets, FG-NET, Morph Album I, and Morph Album II, were used. For FG-NET dataset, it consists of 1,002 facial images captured from 82 persons from 0 to 36 years old. For Morph Album I, there are about 1,690 facial images from about 631 persons from 16 to about 77 years old. Morph Album II is a relatively larger dataset with over 55,000 images and their ages range from 16 to about 77 years old. Some examples from the three datasets are shown in Figure 3 . 
B. Experimental Setup
In the experiments, the values of all the hyper-parameters 3 involved are set via 5-fold cross-validation. And we set the T max in Table I to 2 4 . Besides, we uniformly adopt the Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) as the performance measure, where
| with l i and l i denoting the ground-true and predicted age values, respectively. All the reported results are averaged over 10 runs, each with the same experimental setup. In order to adequately evaluate the proposed method, we introduce several methods for comparison as follows:
• PLS: the method of [32] , which jointly regresses human gender and age as two concatenated output variables and is a state-of-the-art method.
• DirectAgeEstimation: the method of Eq. (4) with λ 3 = 0 and b m = b f , which directly performs age estimation without discriminating the gender.
• 2StepBasedAgeEstimation: the method of Eq. (4) with λ 3 = 0, which performs gender classification (GC) and then conducts male/female age estimation according to the GC result, and is a two-step method as [30] and [31] .
• AgeEstimation-ST: the method of Eq. (4) with b m = b f , which performs age estimation with preserving the semantic relations between the gender and age.
• AgeEstimation-TT(Ours): the method of Eq. (4), which performs gender-aware age estimation in a unified framework with preserving not only the semantic relations between the gender and age, but also the aging discrepancy between the male and the female.
C. Age Estimation With Race Variation
We first conduct age estimations with race variation involved. That is, the data used for training and testing are sampled across races, e.g., the white race, yellow race, and black race. We extract 200-dimensional AAM parameters from FG-NET and Morph Album I, and BIFs from Morph Album 3 The optimal value of λ 3 involved in Eq. (4) is suggested to tune with relatively large values, to emphasize the regularization term. 4 In the experiments, we found that after about 2 iterations, the objective function value of Eq. (4) converges.
II as feature representations, respectively. We experiment with varying number of samples for training and the rest for testing 5 , and report the results in Figures 4, 5 , and 6. From them, we can discover that
• With increasing number of training data, the MAEs of all the methods are generally decreasing. It witnesses that increasing training data improve the generalization ability of an estimator.
• On FG-NET and Morph Album II, the MAEs of 2Step-BasedAgeEstimation are generally lower than that of DirectAgeEstimation. It demonstrates that the male and the female are not aging synchronously, and that performing gender discriminating before age estimation can promote the latter's accuracy. By contrast, on Morph Album I, the MAEs of 2StepBasedAgeEstimation are dramatically higher than those of DirectAgeEstimation. It is because that the gender classification accuracy of 2StepBasedAgeEstimation on this dataset is somewhat low (less than 80%), which deteriorates the consequent age estimation accuracy.
• In most cases, the MAEs of AgeEstimation-ST are greatly lower than those of 2StepBasedAgeEstimation. It shows that discriminating the semantic relation between human gender and age benefits to promote the age estimation accuracy.
• Generally, the proposed method, i.e., AgeEstimation-TT, yields the highest age estimation accuracy on the three aging datasets. It demonstrates the superiority of the proposed method in age estimation. More importantly, it also witnesses the soundness of incorporating the semantic relation between human gender and age, as well as the aging discrepancy between the male and the female in age estimation modeling.
• Comparing between Figures 4, 5 and 6, it can be discovered that the MAEs on Morph Album I are basically level with those on Morph Album II, both of them are generally higher than that on FG-NET by about 1 years old. It demonstrates that FG-NET dataset is relatively easier to estimate than the other two datasets. By investigating the three datasets, we find that all the individuals of FG-NET are Caucasian, while the Morph Album I and II are sampled across white, yellow, and black races. It shows that race variation deteriorates the accuracy of age estimation. Besides the above quantitative evaluations, we also visually explore the aging discrepancy between the male and the female. To this end, we compare the aging thresholds learned by AgeEstimation-ST and our proposed method (i.e., AgeEstimation-TT) in Figure 7 , from which we can discover that by our method. Intuitively, compared with distributioncompact aging thresholds, more scattered are preferable because it reduces the difficulty of distinguishing the ages, which coincides with the results (see Figures 4, 5 , and 6) that the age estimation accuracy by our method is higher than that by AgeEstimation-ST.
• The aging thresholds distributions of the male (see (T2m)) are significantly discrepant from those of the female (see (T2f)). It visually verifies the soundness of performing age estimation with taking into account the prior knowledge that the male and the female are aging quite different.
D. Age Estimation Without Race Variation
We also conduct age estimation without race variation to further explore the aging difference between the male and the female. To be specific, we select white race and black race 6 samples from Morph Album II for experiment, respectively. And we categorize the samples into five age groups (i.e., 0-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, and 50+ years) for white race and black race, respectively. By this setting, the race variation is factored out. We conduct experiments using the generated data and report the results in Tables II and III . From them, we discover that:
• Generally, the MAEs of age group estimation yielded by all the competing methods are decreasing with increasing samples, which once again witnesses that relatively more training samples benefit the training of an estimator and thus improve its generalization ability.
• MAEs of 2StepBasedAgeEstimation and AgeEstimation-ST both are lower than those of DirectAgeEstimation, and MAEs of 2StepBasedAgeEstimation are greatly lower than that of AgeEstimation-ST and are even lower than that of PLS. It demonstrates that although the semantic relation between the gender and age as well as the aging discrepancy between the male and the female both affect the performance of age estimation, the latter plays a bigger role when relatively a few age classes are involved.
• Overall, the proposed method, i.e., AgeEstimation-TT, yields the lowest MAEs in all cases. Surprisingly, the MAEs of the proposed method are even lower by over 10% than those of PLS. Even better, the MAEs by our method with number of training samples from each age group equal to 50 are lower than those of PLS with number of each age group training samples equal to 150. It shows that explicitly incorporating not only the semantic relation between human gender and age, but also the gender discrepancy in aging in age estimation is reasonable and desirable.
• Comparing between Tables II and III, we can find that MAEs on white race are significantly lower than that on black race, which witnesses that the Caucasian's ages are relatively easier to discriminate than the Melanoderm from their facial appearances. Besides, we also display the learned aging thresholds on the white and black races in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively. From them, we can find that the aging difference between the male and the female on the white race is more obvious than the black race (see Figure 8 ), which coincides with the observation that it is more difficult to tell a Melanoderm's age than the Caucasian. In this section, we verify the near-orthogonality between the gender and age semantic spaces. To this end, denote as θ the intersection angle between human gender discriminant direction w g and aging direction w a . Then we conduct experiments to analyze θ by choosing 25 training samples from each age on FG-NET, Morph Album I and Album II, respectively. And the results are summarized in Table IV . From the results we find that generally, the θ learned by our method lies near to 90 o (coincides with the illustration in Figure 2 ), while the θ's learned via the PLS and 2Step-BasedAgeEstimation lie far from 90 o . Recalling the performance superiority of our method in previous experiments, we can see that Table IV witnesses the reasonableness of performing gender-aware age estimation in a estimation space nearly-orthogonal to gender semantic space, and they also provide an intuitive explanation of why we should set the λ 3 in Eq. (4) with a relatively large value.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, motivated by the fact that the male and the female are aging quite differently, we proposed a unified framework for gender-aware age estimation, in which the whole gender space is separated into male and female gender subspaces while gender-specific age estimation is performed in the gender subspaces. Then, we exemplified the framework to perform gender-aware age estimation, by which not only the semantic relationship between the gender and the age, but also the aging discrepancy between the male and the female are utilized in age estimation. Finally, experimental results demonstrated not only the superiority of our method in age estimation performance, but also its good interpretability in revealing the aging discrepancy. In the future, we will consider to extend the proposed framework to race-and-gender-aware age estimation.
